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Esperanza EGM201G wired gaming mouse (green)
Esperanza EGM201G is a wired gaming mouse that combines professionalism, functionality and ergonomic design. Created specifically
for gamers, it not only offers precise tracking thanks to its advanced optical sensor, but also provides comfort even during long hours of
gaming sessions. Its unique green color adds a touch of style,  while its solid construction with reinforced cable ensures durability and
reliability. Additional features, such as "Next" and "Previous" buttons and a special "Double Click" key, make navigation easier and more
efficient for gaming and Internet browsing.
 
Precision optical sensor
A key feature of the Esperanza EGM201G is its precision optical sensor, offering switchable resolution between 800 and 2400 DPI. This
feature  allows  gamers  to  perfectly  adjust  the  sensitivity  of  the  mouse  to  their  individual  preferences  and  type  of  game,  which  is
invaluable in fast-paced and demanding titles where precision of movement is crucial.
 
 
Ergonomic design
Esperanza EGM201G is distinguished by its ergonomic shape, which guarantees comfort of use even during long gaming sessions. The
proper contouring of the mouse makes it fit perfectly in the hand, preventing fatigue and increasing overall comfort. As a result, gamers
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can focus on the game without worrying about discomfort.
 
Functional additional buttons
The  Esperanza  EGM201G  gaming  mouse  is  equipped  with  additional  "Next"  and  "Previous"  side  buttons,  which  significantly  facilitate
navigation  in  games and other  applications.  The  "Double  Click"  function  allows  quick  double-clicking  without  having  to  manually  click
twice, which is useful in many gaming scenarios and more.
 
 
Brand Esperanza Model EGM201GColor GreenResolution 800 / 1200 / 1600 / 2400 

Preço:

€ 6.00

Jogos, Mouses
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